WHEN
PRECISION
MATTERS

COMPANY
OVERVIEW
All-Plastics, LLC, is a cuttingedge leader in technology
driven manufacturing and
project management. We
pair proven quality and
efficiencies with an expert
team of engineers and
sales leaders to bring an
accomplished, dependable
experience to each
customer transaction in the
industries we serve.

INDUSTRIES SERVED
Pharmaceuticals
Medical
Industrial
Packaging
Consumer Markets

Our highly-skilled engineering team is
involved in your project from day one
to ensure precision and success.

FULL SERVICE CONTRACT
MANUFACTURING
Precision Scientific Molding

Scientific injection molding of micro to
macro componentry maintaining consistent dimensional tolerances of +/- 25 microns. Injection equipment from 14 to 1,000
tons equipped with individual eDart system
monitors, full servo robotics, product specific
vision systems and box loaders. ISO 13485
Certified.

Prototyping/Design

Our engineers provide assistance in
the infancy stages of design, reviewing
feasibility, along with simulation mold ability
for cost optimization. Art to part in 1-2 weeks.

Tool Building

We can construct assets efficiently to develop
highly aesthetic precise componentry.
Tool room services include build, repair,
preventative maintenance, engineering
changes, fixtures and gauging.

ENGINEERING EXPERTISE
All-Plastics’ analytical engineers offer
best-in-class expertise backed by
engineering centers, automation, and
a full service quality lab and tool room
to master the most complex injection
molding projects.

“

With our unparalleled
experience and expertise,
we consistently deliver the
highest quality products and
our processes are designed
to improve speed to market.
Our model of customized
service, flexibility and tailored
partnerships are second to
none and differentiate us from
other providers.

”

– Thomas Houdeshell, President & CEO

PRECISION
FULL SERVICE
SOLUTIONS IN A
ZERO DEFECT
ENVIRONMENT
VALUE ADDED SERVICES
Assembly
Packaging
Decorative Printing
Joining: Sonic Welding,
Spin Welding, Heat Staking
Annealing
Various Testing Capabilities
Certifications:

ISO 13485

CONTACT US

Since 1964

DALLAS

SAN ANTONIO

15700 Midway Rd.
Addison, TX 75001

200 Holdsworth Dr.
Kerrville, TX 78028

Tel: 972.239.2686
Fax: 972.239.2256

Tel: 830.896.6464
Fax: 830.896.8245

Manufacturing Facility

All-Plastics.com
ISO 13485 Certified

Manufacturing Facility

